USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10104.27

Host Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\==RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Gathers up half his team and heads for deck 10::

TO_Aria says:
@::Finishes her fruit meal.::  XO: So what do we do now?

MO_Landt says:
::still lying in wait to see what the docile creature will do::

CO_Tucker says:
%::Lying partially conscious on the cave floor::

CMO_Immolisius says:
%::Scans the captain:: CO: well sir, how are you feeling?

Prime_Tregen says:
%::sitting next to the pink skinned CO.. checking over her weapon::

XO_Tran says:
@TO: I'm looking forward to meeting the big cheese... if our mechanical friend is ready to lead us on that is. ::looks at the observer::

EO_Chapu says:
$:: still lying, waiting to see what the docile creature does ::

CO_Tucker says:
%CMO: Not too good.....

TO_Aria says:
@XO:  I do not think the observer is operating at the moment, perhaps we should make our way ourselves.

CMO_Immolisius says:
%::Injects the Captain with a hypospray:: CO: Well sir...  Maybe we should regroup with the rest if you’re up to it.

CSO_Shras says:
:: in the medical tent, examining his little electronic patient ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
%::Checks out the shuttles in the shuttle bay::

Prime_Tregen says:
% CO: at least you can feel

CO_Tucker says:
%CMO: Can you pick them up on the tricorder?

XO_Tran says:
@TO: I'll calibrate my tricorder to emit an energy trail, so we don't get lost in these corridors.

EO_Chapu says:
$MO:  :: whispers :: Doc, why don't they attack each other for food?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
$::Sends the engineer with a security member with to see if the shuttles will power up::

CO_Tucker says:
%Prime: I suppose that I am.  That really... hurt?  That's not quite it, but the best I can describe it.

MO_Landt says:
$EO:  ::whispers::  Maybe they found another source...

XO_Tran says:
@::gathers her gear, glancing at the sessile 852::

CMO_Immolisius says:
%CO: With my medical tricorder, yeah hold on and let me configure it sir.  ::Presses a few buttons and a few beeps are heard as he configure it for specific life form and increases power::

TO_Aria says:
@XO: While I agree with you about leaving a "Bread crumb" trail, I do not advise leaving it with energy, this place seems to "consume" energy.

MO_Landt says:
$::gets out her medical tricorder and quietly scans some of the beasts::

MO_Landt says:
$EO:  ::whispers::  They seem to be in much better health than when I first scanned them.

EO_Chapu says:
$MO:  :: whispers :: I wonder what kind of source

CMO_Immolisius says:
%CO: Got them sir, Need some help?

CO_Tucker says:
%::Pulls out his tricorder::

Prime_Tregen says:
% CMO: I will carry him if required

CO_Tucker says:
%CMO: The field has closed, let's go back to base camp.

CMO_Immolisius says:
%::holds out hand to help the CO up::

MO_Landt says:
$EO:  ::whispers::  Maybe other wild animals, I'm not sure if they're carnivorous or omnivorous...

SO_Veshura says:
#::reports back to camp where the CSO is after wandering off.::

XO_Tran says:
@TO: Then we'll have the tricorder record our path.  ::pokes at her tricorder::  Ready to go?

CO_Tucker says:
%CMO: We cannot follow the XO. ::Pulls himself up with the Dr's help::

EO_Chapu says:
$:: senses that they need to do something;  this is the first feeling he's gotten on this end; tries to think ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#::Checks to see if it might be possible to get power to the doors from one of the shuttles::

CO_Tucker says:
%Prime: You are welcome to join us.

EO_Chapu says:
$MO:  :: whispers :: They sure acted carnivorous earlier.

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Lets modify the tricorder to a low energy output so we do not attract anymore unwanted attention.

CMO_Immolisius says:
%CO: I'll take the front then, on the trail back to the base camp.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#::Feels the urge to get back to base so gathers up his team and heads back to base::

EO_Chapu says:
$MO :  :: whispers :: I have a strange feeling that we are needed back at camp.

Prime_Tregen says:
% CO: no.. I will remain here.. safe travels

CO_Tucker says:
%CMO: Let's go then.  ::Begins limping along to Base Camp::

MO_Landt says:
$EO:  ::whispers::  I know what you mean...let's get going...quietly...

CO_Tucker says:
%Prime: Very well.  Thanks for your help.

TO_Aria says:
@XO: It is best we record on the tricorders what we can and head back to the Camp for more assistance.

XO_Tran says:
@::hears a satisfying beep:: TO: Done... let's move.

EO_Chapu says:
$:: nods and has the rest of the AT quietly move back to camp ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
%::Grabs the CO's arm to support the captain::

Host Bob says:
THE VARIOUS MEMBERS OF THE AWAY TEAMS MAKE THEIR WAY BACK TO THE BASE CAMP TO REPORT IN ON THE SITUATION AND TO DISCUSS WHAT HAS BEEN DISCOVERED ABOUT THE ROGUE PLANET

CTO_Asmodeius says:
#::Enters Base Camp and heads over to the CSO to make a report::

MO_Landt says:
$::the away team arrives at base camp::

CO_Tucker says:
::Arrives at the Base Camp::

Observer_945 says:
@::flies up behind the TO and XO and scoops them up.. flying quickly and dumping them at the Geneva::

SO_Veshura says:
CSO: Here you go sir...  ::hands him a PADD::  It contains a detailed report of what the epsilon team has found about this... ::looks around:: planet.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Sir, so far all attempts to restore power have been unsuccessful, but we have power to the shuttles though.

EO_Chapu says:
:: enters Base Camp and reports in with the CSO::

TO_Aria says:
@::Unrepentantly surprised at the arrival at the Geneva.::

CO_Tucker says:
::Yelling:: CSO Cmdr. Shras!

CSO_Shras says:
::hears all the reports given to him in one time ::

XO_Tran says:
::gets dropped at the Geneva:: TO:  Okay... that was strange.

XO_Tran says:
TO: Since we're near, let's report back to the base camp...

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Very.

SO_Veshura says:
::watch the PADD piles grow in the CSO's arms::  CSO: Would you like a hand with that?  ::holds out her green hand::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Supports the CO as they enter camp::

CSO_Shras says:
SO/CTO/EO: Hum... ok, let me get this clear to my mind....

XO_Tran says:
TO: I suppose we weren't meant to continue on into those halls after all...

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Right behind you.

CSO_Shras says:
SO: Take some of those for now :: hands her a few PADDs ::

EO_Chapu says:
:: hears the CO behind him ::

TO_Aria says:
@::Heads quickly back to the Camp.::

TO_Aria says:
@::Arrives in the base camp.::

CO_Tucker says:
::Looks at the Dr.:: CMO: Have all staff report here ASAP.

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: So we can use the shuttles; that’s good news..... I hope

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Sees his TO and nods::

SO_Veshura says:
::takes some of the PADDs::  CSO: I'll store them in a container for ya to take back to the ship......   ::goes off and do so::

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Okay Sir.

XO_Tran says:
::slows down as she nears the entrance to the base camp where a crewman opens the shields and lets them in::

Host Bob says:
THE MYSTERIOUS KEEPERS OF THE ROGUE PLANET WATCH AS THE MEMBERS OF THIS GROUP OF MIXED SPECIES RETURN TO THEIR POINT OF ORIGIN

TO_Aria says:
XO: We need to get these tricorder readings to the Science department for analyzing.

MO_Landt says:
::checks on Leathra who is sleeping::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Moves around camp shouting:: ALL: All Senior officers report to the Captain immediately!

Host Bob says:
THEY REMAIN COMPLETELY INVISIBLE TO THE CREWMEMBERS

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Yes sir if we can get the doors open. I think we might be able to use power from one of the shuttles to do that so that should not be a problem.

XO_Tran says:
TO: We'll meet up with the Captain, I'm sure Commander Shras is with him.

CSO_Shras says:
:: barely ears his name being shouted, or else.... ::

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Great

TO_Aria says:
::Goes to where the Captain is.::

CSO_Shras says:
EO: What news do you have?

TO_Aria says:
::Sits down on a rock nearby to listen.::

MO_Landt says:
::reports to the captain::

XO_Tran says:
::arrives at the designated meeting place:: CO: Good to see you Captain.  Are you okay?

SO_Veshura says:
::turns to the tent and borrows an empty case, and puts the PADDs in::

EO_Chapu says:
:: gathers around the group to listen to the Captain ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Goes one more time:: ALL: I repeat, all senior officers are asked to report to Captain Tucker immediately!

CO_Tucker says:
XO: I will be...

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Returns to where the Captain is::

CSO_Shras says:
:: ears the CMO from away ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Joins the rest of the senior officers by the captain.

SO_Veshura says:
::hears CMO.. But seeing she's not a senior officer........::

CSO_Shras says:
CTO/EO/SO: It appears the Captain his back, let's get to him now...

XO_Tran says:
::frowns, thinking that maybe they shouldn't have gone into the corridors without the CO::

CO_Tucker says:
::Waits for the rest of the staff to arrive::

CSO_Shras says:
:: walk to the general direction from which he heard the CMO ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Agreed, sir.

CSO_Shras says:
SO: Come with me

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Goes over to the captain and stays still::

CO_Tucker says:
XO: How did you get back here?

SO_Veshura says:
::gets an eerie feeling like she's being watched from behind, and quickly whips around.. and then finding no one there.::

EO_Chapu says:
:: looks around; sees no one else who needs to come ::

XO_Tran says:
CO: An observer flew us back to the Geneva, we jogged the rest of the way to base camp.

CSO_Shras says:
XO: An observer?

CO_Tucker says:
XO: We'll get to that in a moment....

CO_Tucker says:
ALL: Attention everyone.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Stands at attention::

XO_Tran says:
::gives the CSO a nod, telling him it'll all be explained soon enough::

SO_Veshura says:
::returns where all the senior officers are.. and stay a little just out of the circle... listening...::

XO_Tran says:
::straightens and places her hands at the base of her back::

CO_Tucker says:
ALL: Since we are all back here, it seems like a good time to discuss what we have learned.

EO_Chapu says:
:: stares straight at the Captain

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Is at attention::

CSO_Shras says:
:: waits for the CO and XO to explain some of the things that happened ::

MO_Landt says:
::listens intently::

Observer_009 says:
::lands out side the force field.. It’s metal covering an odd shade of green.. Looks at the field and tilts it's head::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::listens to the captain::

CO_Tucker says:
ALL: I will begin.  My team has discovered another being on this planet.  She seemed to have arrived here the same way we did.  I suspect that there are more, considering all the ships in the hangar.

CO_Tucker says:
ALL: She led us to a "device" that was protected by a shield, that injured me.  I believe the XO made it inside this device.

Observer_009 says:
::looks around the area and calculates.. Then activates a holo-cloak and takes the appearance of a human Starfleet officer in a blue uniform.. stands out side the field and waits to be noticed::

CO_Tucker says:
ALL: The Device was on top of a volcano.  There seems to be a lot of geo thermal activity in the area, I suspect that is the source of this planets power.

CO_Tucker says:
XO: What did you learn Number One?

SO_Veshura says:
::ears perk at the sound of "device"::

FSO_Ona_9 says:
::waves at the TO to let the field down::

XO_Tran says:
ALL: Lieutenant Aria and I were able to make it inside the energy field into the corridors.  We met a machine that called itself an Observer.  While it was very... child-like in personality, it willingly leads us through the halls.

EO_Chapu says:
:: finds this stuff very interesting ::

XO_Tran says:
::looks around at the faces of the officers::  ALL:  We were going to meet its leader, or its 'big cheese'.  Before we were able to, another observer brought us back to the hangar where the Geneva lies.

FSO_Ona_9 says:
::notices no one around.. Places both hands on the field and drains off its energy.. creating an opening and walking in.. letting the field restore behind it.. and goes about looking around::

TO_Aria says:
::Sees someone outside the field however does not recognize them.::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Gets a feeling someone is watching then, turns his head slightly but returns its position to keep from breaking attention::

XO_Tran says:
ALL:  Lieutenant Aria and I also came upon a large chamber where there were vats filled with liquid and several different races of humanoids.  They seemed to be in suspended animation.  Whether they were deceased or not couldn't be determined.

SO_Veshura says:
::gets that eerie feeling again, and peaks over her shoulder as she continues to listen to the others::

TO_Aria says:
All: Excuse me Commander, there is someone wanting inside the field however I do not recognize them, perhaps CMO Immolisius or Shras can.

FSO_Ona_9 says:
::is already out of sight and blending into the crew as they mill around::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Turns around:: TO: Where?

XO_Tran says:
::glances up at the shields, sees nothing::

TO_Aria says:
::Picks up a long thick piece of wood and holds it across her lap.::

EO_Chapu says:
:: wonders about this mysterious person, everyone is here, from what he can see ::

CO_Tucker says:
::Waits for the XO to finish::

TO_Aria says:
CMO: She was over there.  ::Points.:: She must have been let in by the perimeter guards.::

XO_Tran says:
TO: Aria, if you would give Commander Shras our readings for examination...

XO_Tran says:
CO: That's all I have to report sir...

TO_Aria says:
::Hands CSO the tricorder.::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Returns to attention::

FSO_Ona_9 says:
::looks around at the grouping of humanoids around some equipment.. tilts head and moves on::

CO_Tucker says:
CSO: Commander Shras, have you anything to add?

CSO_Shras says:
:: takes the data and looks at it ::

CSO_Shras says:
CO: yes sir..

Host Algothon says:
A CLOAKED ALIEN OF ANCIENT APPEARANCE SEEMS TO COME SLOWLY OUT OF NOWHERE...  THE CREW DOES NOT REALIZE HE IS THERE FOR A WHILE...

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Feels the sensation someone is behind him but ignores it, it’s just his imagination::

CO_Tucker says:
::Looks at the alien::

FSO_Ona_9 says:
::eventually makes it's way into the medical area and notices its master.. nods slightly and looks at those assembled::

CSO_Shras says:
CO: Apparently we are able to use the shuttles, but the ships power is still down..... and strange little electronic animals are wandering in the camp, disrupting pieces of equipment, including the shields....

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Sees the Captains gaze and turns around....::

Host Algothon says:
THE STRANGE ALIEN SEEMS TO FADE INTO AND OUT OF EXISTENCE, AS IF IN MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS AT THE SAME TIME, PASSING FROM ENERGY TO MATTER FROM MOMENT TO MOMENT

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Pulls out his tricorder and scans it::

CSO_Shras says:
CO: crew morale is down but we made supplies run so we have the essentials.

FSO_Ona_9 says:
::looks at the group and stares back::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Notices the captain’s attention has wonder and looks to where he is looking to see what it is::

CO_Tucker says:
::Wonders if he really saw what he thought he saw::

FSO_Ona_9 says:
All: what? Do I have something on my shirt? ::looks at self::

SO_Veshura says:
::walks by the FSO and keeps a close eye on her::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Plays with the tricorder trying to get readings from...."It"::

EO_Chapu says:
:: tries to stay with the CSO, but follows everyone's gaze ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Sees nothing there and looks back at the Captain::

FSO_Ona_9 says:
::is cloaked and only reads as a human::

CO_Tucker says:
ALL: Did anyone else see that?

CSO_Shras says:
:: seeing that no one is listening stops talking and look at were they are all staring ::

Host Algothon says:
TRICORDERS SHOW NOTHING OF SUBSTANCE, NEITHER MATTER OR ENERGY, ANTI MATTER OR NEGATIVE ENERGY

XO_Tran says:
::follows everyone's gaze and sees a figure shimmer nearby::

FSO_Ona_9 says:
CO: see what sir?

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Sir....    I don't know what to make of this...   Permission to approach it?

MO_Landt says:
::watches and tries to takes in everything::

EO_Chapu says:
CO:  See what Captain?

CO_Tucker says:
CMO: Negative.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: No sir, I saw nothing.

CO_Tucker says:
::Stands up::

XO_Tran says:
::blinks... its gone:: CO/CMO: A hologram?

FSO_Ona_9 says:
CO: sir.. you should rest

CMO_Immolisius says:
XO: No sign of Photons....   It’s just...     Just...    Not there.... Nothing

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Stands up and begins to scan the area to see if he can find what ever the captain has seen::

XO_Tran says:
::looks at the FSO, can't seem to recognize the crewman::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Forwards the Tricorder to the XO and shows her the readings::

XO_Tran says:
::continues to look at the FSO::  CMO: Strange...

CMO_Immolisius says:
XO: see Ma'am....  It’s neither dead nor alive according to this, IT’S not ever there!!!

Host Algothon says:
WORDS FROM THE ALIEN ARE NOT AUDIBLE.... THEY ARE NOT TELEPATHIC.... THEY JUST ARE...

CSO_Shras says:
:: surprised by the absence of reading from his tricorder ::

CO_Tucker says:
::Thinks that perhaps he has had too much medication, for a moment.  Then he is sure something is there::

TO_Aria says:
CTO: That is the person I do not recognize who was outside the field. ::Points the FSO.::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Tries to sense anything from the creature::

FSO_Ona_9 says:
TO: who? ::looks around the group::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CTO: Are you sure lt.

EO_Chapu says:
:: looks at the CO, then the XO;  follows the XO's different path of sight ::

Host Algothon says:
ALL: You are a very strange mix of creatures......

FSO_Ona_9 says:
XO: I was just bringing the report from the north valley..

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: Inform the XO immediately and see what she wants to do about it.

CO_Tucker says:
::Walks toward the "apparition"::

TO_Aria says:
CTO: Yes sir.  ::Stands up.::

MO_Landt says:
::looks about for the source of the sound::

Host Algothon says:
All: You are all different......

EO_Chapu says:
:: sees the FSO;  can't even figure out who it is ::

XO_Tran says:
::feels a sense of words whisk through her mind... ::

TO_Aria says:
XO: I believe the FSO is the person I saw a few minutes ago outside the field that I did not recognize.  I have already told the CTO.

XO_Tran says:
::not audible... and she wasn't a telepath...::

SO_Veshura says:
::looks at Algothon::

FSO_Ona_9 says:
:: hears its master again and becomes quiet.. Observing::

CSO_Shras says:
:: looks at the FSO ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Slightly dumbfounded just stares at the creature::

Host Algothon says:
All: You all come from the same, yet different places...  you are different from each other, yet you work together....

CMO_Immolisius says:
::is only able to nod slightly::

XO_Tran says:
FSO: Thank you... Crewman... I'm sorry, your name seems to have slipped my mind.

CSO_Shras says:
FSO: What is your name? I do not recognize you, yet I know all science personnel on the Geneva....

SO_Veshura says:
::tilts her head slightly and then nods::

SO_Veshura says:
Self: I'm certainly different... ::looks at her green skin::

FSO_Ona_9 says:
XO: I am Ona

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Gathers alpha team and heads over to the XO::

Host Algothon says:
THE ALIEN TALKS TO THE CREW AS IF THEY COULD NOT RESPOND...   IT IS ESSENTIALLY A ONE-WAY COMMUNICATION.

XO_Tran says:
FSO: I don't believe we have an officer or a crewman named Ona on board.  ::narrows her eyes a bit::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Turns his concentration to the XO:: XO: Shall I scan her?

FSO_Ona_9 says:
::tilts head:: XO: oh?

TO_Aria says:
::Stands slightly to the right flank of the XO a few steps behind her.::

CO_Tucker says:
Algothon: I am Captain Frank Tucker of the Federation Starship Geneva...  We are on a mission of peace and exploration.  Yes, we are different, yet working toward the same goals; that is one of the major ideals of the Federation.

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: :: whispering ::Take a team to watch the FSO while we rule out the case

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Holds up his tricorder ready to get a reading::

XO_Tran says:
CMO: Please do Doctor.

XO_Tran says:
::motions subtly for the CTO and TO to prepare to apprehend the FSO if necessary::

FSO_Ona_9 says:
::looks at the tricorder and watches it short out:: CMO: It's a secret.. ::grins::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: ::Whispers:: Already on it have alpha team waiting and watching, sir.

CO_Tucker says:
::Waits for the alien to respond::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Tries to feel Ona's Thoughts instead:: Ona: Secret...

EO_Chapu says:
:: still can't place this new person ::

TO_Aria says:
::Knowing what happens on this planet with energy weapons, readies her makeshift bow next to her as a walking stick.::

FSO_Ona_9 says:
::remains in place and looks at the CMO.. is a machine::

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: ::whispering:: The XO will take care of this, I'll get to the CO and the other strange apparition...

XO_Tran says:
FSO: Okay Ona.  None of the senior staff recognizes you.  Let's make this easy, who are you?

Host Algothon says:
All: We have brought you here to study what you do, how you do it, why you do it.....   We find you interesting....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: k.

FSO_Ona_9 says:
XO: I am nine

CMO_Immolisius says:
XO: It’s.....   Has no thoughts, no feelings....  Ma'am.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Moves closer to the FSO::

Host Algothon says:
All: No other species we have studied has worked together with as many different races or species..... Your group seems unique. We find this interesting...

FSO_Ona_9 says:
::looks at the CTO calmly::

CSO_Shras says:
:: listen to the alien's monologue ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
XO: It is not humanoid... Even those repressive of emotions show some signs of feelings...  It’s...   Nothing I have ever encountered.

CO_Tucker says:
::Walks even closer::

XO_Tran says:
FSO: Would you care to elaborate on that?  You've managed to infiltrate our camp, we would like to know why.

CO_Tucker says:
ALL: I think that this is a one-way conversation....

Host Algothon says:
All: We do not think you represent a threat to our kind, though you have found other kinds who would provide a threat to us....

FSO_Ona_9 says:
::looks at eh CO:: CO: you are of the few who have heard such words

CSO_Shras says:
CO: I think it will tell us more about this place

XO_Tran says:
::is still aware of the voice resounding in her head, finds it uncomfortable but also enlightening::

SO_Veshura says:
::wonders what Algothon means, but hears the CO that they don't response to questions::

CSO_Shras says:
CO: even tell us if we will be able to get off this world...

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Turns head:: Captain: But maybe Ona can talk to it.....?

TO_Aria says:
XO: May I ask 9 a few questions?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Keeps an eye on the FSO and the XO waiting for her signal::

FSO_Ona_9 says:
TO: no

CMO_Immolisius says:
Captain: Well sir?

Host Algothon says:
All: We will continue to study you.......  We will not harm you...... unless something you do poses a threat....... Then, you will be eliminated.

EO_Chapu says:
:: starts hearing a voice he hadn't before;  it seems to be comforting ::

XO_Tran says:
TO: Apparently not Lieutenant.  ::hearing the FSO's answer::

SO_Veshura says:
::frowns:: all: isn't that like an invasion of privacy?

TO_Aria says:
FSO: Is this your "Big Cheese"?

MO_Landt says:
::thinks:  will they keep us here forever?::

Host Algothon says:
THE ALIEN SHIMMERS OUT OF EXISTENCE.... AS HE CAME, HE LEAVES...

CO_Tucker says:
Algothon:  We are on a mission of peace, but we will not be held captive here. ::Hoping that they are watching and listening::

FSO_Ona_9 says:
::looks at the TO::

SO_Veshura says:
::blinks where the alien was at::

CMO_Immolisius says:
Ono: Can you communicate With Him?  We want to go back to our studies!

FSO_Ona_9 says:
CO: the listening is over

TO_Aria says:
XO: That is fine; however, I believe I now have a hypothesis.

XO_Tran says:
::flinches as the voice stops, and the feeling goes away::

EO_Chapu says:
:: goes on-guard as the feeling goes away;  relaxes as he calms down ::

CO_Tucker says:
:: Limps over to the FSO::

CSO_Shras says:
CO: Perhaps this person can answer your questions :: points the FSO ::

XO_Tran says:
CTO/TO: I don't believe FSO or our shimmering visitor pose a hostile threat...

XO_Tran says:
CTO: Tell your people to stand down arms for now.

FSO_Ona_9 says:
::watches the CO and frowns.. It’s first show of emotion::

XO_Tran says:
::sees the CO approaching her and the FSO::

TO_Aria says:
XO: Not an intentional one.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Grabs another Tricorder and Scans Ona looking at the Readings::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: copy that sir. ::Tells alpha team to stand down but to keep an eye out for anything else.::

FSO_Ona_9 says:
::looks back at the CMO:: CMO: You will find nothing

CO_Tucker says:
XO: You are correct, if these being wanted us dead, we would be.

EO_Chapu says:
:: goes to the opposite side of the XO, entrapping Ona ::

XO_Tran says:
::nods::

CMO_Immolisius says:
Ona: What are you?  I would like to study your people and as you have studied us for a better understanding.

FSO_Ona_9 says:
CMO: no

CO_Tucker says:
FSO: As I stated earlier... I am Captain Frank Tucker of the Federation Starship Geneva.

CMO_Immolisius says:
Ona: Do you know of the Chodan'Ri?

CO_Tucker says:
FSO: We are on a mission of peace, but we will not be held captive peaceably or otherwise.

FSO_Ona_9 says:
::steps back a bit and draws a deep breath.. and the hologram fades.. Revealing a 7 foot green hued metal mantis.. Looking down at the CO::

Host Algothon says:
SOMEONE LOOKS UP AND NOTICES SOMETHING ABOUT THE STAR PATTERN ABOVE.....

Host Algothon says:
IT IS FAMILIAR ONCE AGAIN....

Observer_009 says:
CO: I am observer zero - zero nine

MO_Landt says:
::notices the change in the star pattern::

CO_Tucker says:
FSO: My Species.... all these species cherish freedom.  More than life itself.  ::vaguely noticing the stars::

Observer_009 says:
::looks up at the sky::

Observer_009 says:
::looks back at the CO:: CO: then it is time

EO_Chapu says:
:: sees this new;  looks up at the face, but wonders in the stars, recognizing them ::

XO_Tran says:
::sees a new source of light dawning from the faint stars::

CMO_Immolisius says:
:: Glares out to the stars and breaths heavily::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Follows the visitor’s look and notices that the stars look familiar::

CO_Tucker says:
::Stands face to Pincer with the observer, looking up defiantly::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Sir the Stars patterns are back to normal sir.

EO_Chapu says:
:: goes back to the new person and keeps his eyes there before::

Observer_009 says:
CO: go home pink skin

Observer_009 says:
CO: while you can.. and hurry

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Captain, to the Geneva Sir?!

CO_Tucker says:
::Flinches at the words "pink skin"::

Observer_009 says:
ALL: flee back to your ship! go NOW!!

CO_Tucker says:
ALL: To the Geneva!

XO_Tran says:
::looks at the Captain with a small smile:: CO: Pink skin...

Observer_009 says:
::looks at the CO a bit sad::

TO_Aria says:
::Goes to the Geneva quickly.::

MO_Landt says:
::hurries with the rest of the crew to the Geneva::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Tells all his med staff to grab only what they can carry and all the patients and started hurrying for the Geneva::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Sets teams to gather equipment and head for the Geneva::

TO_Aria says:
::Helps to secure the Geneva and power up everything.::

XO_Tran says:
::the news spreads quickly, shield generators go down::

EO_Chapu says:
:: grabs two things from the site, then makes a break for the Geneva ::

CO_Tucker says:
Observer 009: Thank you Tra-Gon. ::Faintly smiling::

Observer_009 says:
:: nods:: CO: now go.. 

Host Algothon says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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